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at a time that we are just now beginning 
and come to grips with the scope and magni-
tude of prosecutorial and police misconduct 
throughout the united states, as more and 

more factually innocent persons are being exonerated, any 
suggestion that we might entertain a suspension or limita-
tion of Habeas Corpus can only be understood as the product 
of a misinformed and/or wrong headed mentality. Given 
the extreme odds against any individual incarcerated as the 
result of the concerted wrongful efforts of police, prosecu-
tors, and supporting conspirators such as medical examiners 
and forensic experts, it is necessary to preserve the vehicle 

of habeas corpus as a process by 
which injustices can be corrected.

Joseph L. hoffman 
and Nancy King, each a 
law professor, hoffman at 
Indiana university and King at 

Vanderbilt university, are the authors of the forth coming 
book Habeas For The 21st: Uses, Abuses, And The Future Of 
The Great Writ, and a recent New York Times op-ed entitled 
Justice, Too Much And Too Expensive, advocate in each piece 
limiting Habeas Corpus to “capital cases and cases in which 
the prisoner can produce persuasive new evidence of his 
innocence.” In support of their position, they make several 
arguments:

Cost-Benefit Analysis- “More than 17,000 new peti-
tions are filed each year, each one consumes the scarce
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“The definitive albert King on stax”
The concord Music Group continues 

to expand their reissue catalog; this is their 
latest edition, a two cd box set.  The 
popular King albert has been gone for 
quite some time now (1992) but his music 
still remains fresh, especially on some of 
these stax sessions. Thirty-four tracks in 
total, but not all of the tunes are stax orig-
inals, one is dredged from King records, 
six derive from the atlantic vaults (even 
though they were originally offered on 
stax,) and one from Fantasy records, 
more on that later. unfortunately no 
bonus tracks are offered. a classy touch is 
the twenty page booklet of liners, mostly 
from the capable hands of Bill dahl; were 
recently written earlier this year. 

I’ve always enjoyed some of this era of 
albert on stax, and felt that steve cropper 
was the near-perfect guitarist who 

soul-fueled albert’s well known strengths 
and energies.  There’s also nothing wrong 
with also having ace sidemen like Booker 
T., duck dunn, al Jackson and the 
Memphis horns on several tracks.  That 
being said, and as expected; there aren’t 
many surprises on this collection.  all 

of his classics are here: 
“Laundromat Blues,” “Oh, 
Pretty Woman,” “crosscut 
saw,” and “Born under 
a Bad sign,” all sound as 
important as they once 
were when released. But I 
have some quibbles, mainly 
from the selections chosen.  
First and foremost, from 
the outstanding “Jammed 
Together” recording 

(albert King, Pops staples, and steve 
cropper,) we get a edited down version 
of the classic “Tupelo,” and other than 
that there’s only one other track lifted 
from that unique session, that being the 
steve cropper penned “Water” which is 
not sung by albert, it’s cropper’s vocals, 
go figure.  From the classic “Live Wire-
Blues Power” there’s only one inclusion, 
King’s “Blues Power,” are you kidding 
me, that entire recording still give me 
goose-bumps! Instead there’s odd selec-
tions from “Blues for elvis, King does 
the Kings Things,” that being Leiber and 
stoller’s “hound dog.”  and from the 
long forgotten “Lovejoy” albert covers 
the stones’ “honky Tonk Woman,” yawn. 

disc two opens with don Nix’ 
“everyone Wants to go to heaven” a tune 
albert had some popularity with, and was 
also a fixture in his repertoire.  ah, but 
I’d forgotten about “The Lost session” 
an album that featured John Mayall’s 
“Jazz Blues Fusion” backing band: Blue 
Mitchell, clifford solomon, ernie Watts, 
Larry Taylor, ron selico, as well as 
Mayall himself. But that might have well 
been a lost session, only one track “Tell 
Me What True Love Is” is culled. an 
interesting note is that Mayall and King 
co-authored this song.  another one-
shot addition “Matchbox Blues” is lifted 
from the “Live at Wattstax” recording, but 
it really isn’t all that memorable.  What 

I’d learned here was that “crosscut saw” 
was remade in ’74, no big deal. I did enjoy 
Mack rice’s penned holiday track “santa 
claus Wants some Lovin’” but how many 
times would one listen to this, and would 
you call this definitive albert?  disc two 
closes with “dust My Broom” from the 
“I’m In a Phone Booth, Baby” which was 
not originally issued on stax, it was a 
Fantasy release, but I guess concord can 
claim those rights, why?  Because; they 
own both the stax and Fantasy catalog, 
aha! also missing are any tunes from the 
albert King/stevie ray Vaughan sessions 
on stax, but I guess it’s a somewhat 
understandable omission: stax recently 
reissued “In session” as a two disc set, one 
cd, and one dVd.  

Long story short, this “definitive” 
set could have been researched a bit 
more smartly, and should have included 
stronger albert King material, as opposed 
to what might sell….  But in the end, 

it’s still a treasure to have albert King 
remembered and documented.  

Bob Putignano www.SoundsofBlue.com. 
Bob Putignano is senior contributing editor 
to: http://www.Blueswax.com, and contrib-
uting editor to: http://www.BluesRevue.
com, http://www.WestchesterGuardian.com, 
and http://YonkersTribune.Typepad.com/
Yonkers_Tribune/.
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resources of federal and state governments 
while less than four tenths of one percent 
obtain any kind of relief.” elaborating 
further, they say, “each petition challenges 
the constitutionality of the prisoner’s 
conviction or sentence, even though that 
conviction and sentence already has been 
affirmed by at least one state court, and 
sometimes several.”

Finality Must Trump Perfection- 
except in capital cases or ones containing 
persuasive newly discovered evidence.

In The Modern Era, State Judges 
Are Now Sufficient To Enforce Federal 
Rights: in bygone eras state judges were 
not willing to enforce constitutional 
rights, whereas they are now willing to do 
so, spurred on by previous of the use of the 
Writ, and now, having served its purpose, 
the Writ is no longer needed to accomplish 
that goal.

Most Petitions, Having Been Filed By 
Prisoners, Are Difficult To Understand: 
The positions asserted come across as 
lacking a ground level comprehension 
of the frequency of wrongful convictions 
and systemic deficiencies that lead to and 
perpetuate the same; they presume that 
nearly everyone is guilty; why bother with 
all this unwarranted extravagance in the first 
place? They also argue that cases brought 
are essentially frivolous. But the federal 
government admits that ten percent of the 
two million people, or two hundred thou-
sand, behind bars are factually innocent.

With respect to their proposed capital 
punishment limitation, as I see it is no less 
important to correct injustices in non-capital 
cases than it is in capital cases. Turning to 
the ‘newly discovered persuasive evidence’ 
proposed exception, when determining an 
innocence claim, a reviewing court needs to 
take into account all the facts and evidence, 
whether newly discovered or otherwise. 
Would it not be an injustice to continue to 
incarcerate a factually innocent defendant 
merely because the evidence of innocence 
was previously unjustly ignored? Beyond 
these points, I feel compelled to point out 
further flaws in their reasoning.

Cost Benefit Analysis Argument

The average length of time served by 
the wrongfully convicted is twelve years, 
and often they have long since exhausted 
their appeals. The fact that state courts have 
previously reviewed a case and affirmed 
does not mean their decision is accurate. 
Better review, and more of it, is needed, not 
less. Limiting habeas relief would certainly 
lead to the exposure of fewer injustices. 
There should be no price tag on justice. 
addressing the infrequency with which 
habeas are granted, this could be remedied 
by correcting existing procedural deficien-
cies, such as: failure to provide counsel to 
the poor thereby ensuring that most claims 
will not be argued correctly; “Judges” being 
preoccupied with procedure over substan-
tive justice; and the instinctual rubber stamp 
denial of obviously meritorious claims.

Finality Must Trump Perfection
What good is finality if the final product 

is wrong?
In The Modern Era, State Judges Are 

Now Sufficient To Enforce Federal Rights
as stated before, most of the wrong-

fully convicted have exhausted their appeals 
by the time they are cleared; obviously 
Judges, whether state or federal, are not 
enforcing constitutional rights, almost 
never suppressing coerced confessions 
that are later proven to be false; upholding 
constitutionally flawed misidentifications; 
allowing prosecutors to get away with 
misconduct; and so rarely upholding sixth 
amendment based ineffective assistance 
of counsel claims that appeals attorneys 
seldom bother to make them made regard-
less of the egregiousness of the attorneys 
omission or commission.

Most Petitions, Having Been Filed 
By Prisoners Themselves, Are Difficult 
To Understand

The prisoners are only filing their own 
petitions because neither the state nor 
federal government are providing them 
with attorneys. Once attorneys are provided, 
the quality of the arguments will go up, and 
with it their decipherability.

Jeffrey M. Deskovic is a Criminal Justice 
Advocate and Exoneree. To learn more, wist his 
website: www.JeffreyDeskovicSpeaks.org.
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